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The quadrangles constructed by Tits using avoids in finite desarguian planes 
are shown to be special cases of an abstractly much larger class which also 
includes a recent generalization of Thas. The general construction is obtained 
by coordinatizing a quadrangle in terms of a certain group of collineations. 
Special emphasis is placed on quadrangles having certain properties in common 
with the known quadrangles of even order. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of regularity has played an important role in several earlier 
studies of generalized quadrangles (e.g., [5-71). In Section 2 the basic ideas 
and results dealing with this notion are collected and expanded. In any known 
quadrangle of order 2” (including those associated in this paper with a 
T-function) there is some point (or line) which is contained in the maximum 
possible number of subquadrangles of order 2. It is regular, and every line 
through it is regular. Such a point is called an apex of the quadrangle and is 
usually unique. Conversely, it is shown that if a quadrangle of order s has an 
apex, then s must be a power of 2. 
One goal of this paper is to stimulate (and facilitate) the use of translation 
planes in the construction of new generalized quadrangles. The general 
approach is possibly simpler and for a brief time more general than that in 
[6], as it requires the use of just one projective plane. In a sense it may be 
viewed as a continuation of the abortive attempt made in [4]. The genera1 
idea is as follows. Suppose that the group G of collineations of a quadrangle 
9’a fixing each point collinear with some point (03) is as large as possible. 
Then (00) must be a regular point, so that the points collinear with (00) may 
be considered in a natural way as the points of a projective plane ?T. Then 
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Laboratories while the author was in the capacity of a Technology Incorporated 
Visiting Research Associate under Contract No. F33615-71-C-1463. 
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the points and lines of rr together with the elements of G may be used to 
coordinatize the points and lines of Y4 . 
As a special case, with each function Us described just below there is a 
generalized quadrangle of order s. Furthermore, if the Veblen-Wedderburn 
system involved is not a field, the quadrangles may be new. Let R = (R, +, 0) 
be a right V-W system. Then a T-function U, on R is a map 
satisfying: 
lJ,:RxRxR-+R 
(0) Uo(u, b, m) + Uo(u’, b’, m) = U,(a + a’, b + b’, m), for all a, a’, 
b, b’, m E R. 
(1) If U,,(a, a 0 m, m) = U,,(u, a 0 m, m’), then either m = m’ or a = 0. 
(2) If m. , ml , ms are distinct, if a o m, - b o m2 = (a - b) o m, and 
if Uo(u, a 0 m, , ml) - U,(b, b 0 m2 , m,) = U,(u - b, (u - b) 0 m, , m,), then 
u=b==O. 
(3) Uo(u, b, 0) = 0. 
The quadrangles of order s constructed by Tits (c.f. [2]) arise when 
R = F is a field and U, has the form Uo(a, b, m) = urn’+7 - 2bmY. Here if F 
has odd characteristic, then XY = x for all x E F; if F has characteristic 2, then 
01: x + xl+y is a permutation of the elements of F satisfying 
(COOL - ClWO - Cl) f: (coo1 - c29/(c0 - cd r 
for distinct co , cr , cs EF. The construction of type 2 given by Thas [lo] 
yields precisely the quadrangles associated with a T-function on a Veblen- 
Wedderburn system as in Section 5 of the present work. But as far as we 
know it is still an open problem to decided whether or not there is a T- 
function which yields a quadrangle not already constructed by Tits. 
2. REGULARITY 
Let ~3’~ be a generalized quadrangle of order (s, t), i.e., with 1 + s points 
on each line, 1 + t lines through each point. Recall that the truce of distinct 
points x and y is defined to be the set tr(x, y) of points collinear with both x 
and y simultaneously. So if x and y are collinear, tr(x, y) consists of the 
1 + s points on the line through x and y. Otherwise, tr(x, y) consists of 
1 + t pairwise noncollinear points. The pair (x, y) of distinct points is said 
to be regular provided each point collinear with at least two points of tr(x, r) 
is actually collinear with all points of tr(x, r). If (x, JJ) is a regular pair, the 
spun of x and y is defined unambiguously as the set sp(x, y) = tr(z, w) for 
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any distinct points z, w in tr(x, y). If for a point x each pair (x, y), y # X, 
is regular, x is said to be regular. A triad (of points) is an unordered set of 
three pairwise noncollinear points of g4 . A centric triad is a triad for which 
there is some point w collinear with all three points of the triad. Such a w 
will be called a center of the triad. If x and y are distinct points with tr(x, y) = 
Go 9 Zl ,*.-I, (x, Y) is regular if and only if (xi , zj) is regular for some pair 
of distinct points in tr(x, y) if and only if each pair (xi , zj) is regular if and 
only if sp(x, y) is well defined. Collinear points always form a regular pair. 
Let x and y be noncollinear points with tr(x, y) = {z, ,..., zt}. For 
A c (0, l,..., t}, let n(A) be the number of points collinear with all zi for i E A 
but not with x or y or zi for i $ A. Then a straightforward generalization 
of the proof of Lemma 2.2 of [5] yields the following. 
2.1. (a) n($) = 0 if and only if eaery triad (x, y, z) is centric. 
(b) n(A) = 0 fez a2Z A with 2 < 1 A \ < t if and only if (x, y) is 
regular. 
(c) Z(] A 1 - l)(j A 1 - (t + 1)) n(A) = (s - t) t(s - l)(t + 1), where 
the summation is over all A C (0, l,..., t}. 
(4 Ifs > 4 then n(d) # 0, so some triad (x, y, z) is not centric. 
(e) If 1 < s < t, there is some A with 2 < 1 A j < tfor which n(A) # 0, 
so (x, y) is not regular. 
(f) i’f s = t, then (x, y) is regular if and only if every triad (x, y, z) is 
centric. 
(g) Ifs = t, a po’ t tn is regular if and only if every triad containing it is 
centric. 
(h) Ifs = t, if x is any point of 9, , and if 8, has some irregular point, 
then there is an irregular point collinear with x. 
The definitions and results given above are easily dualized for lines. 
Moreover, nothing said so far connects regularity of pairs of points with 
regularity of pairs of lines. In the remainder of this section we attempt’to 
relate properties of points with properties of lines. A point (respectively, 
line) is coregular provided each line (respectively, point) incident with it 
is regular. And a point or line which is both regular and coregular is said 
to be biregular. 
Let (L, , L, , L,) be a triad of lines. For each point xi of L, we define a 
succession of points xr , x, ,..., as follows. If x1 ,..., xk have been defined with 
xi on L, if and only if i = j (mod 3), and xi is collinear with xi+r , then xk+r 
is defined to be the unique point on LI,,, which is collinear with xk . Here 
the index [k + 1] is to be reduced modulo 3 to one of 1,2, 3. Then starting 
with xi on L, , there is a smallest positive integer n such that x1 = xl+sn . 
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Clearly n = 1 precisely when xi , x, , xa all lie on a line. Moreover, n = 1 
or 2 for every point x1 of L, if and only if n = 1 or 2 when starting with each 
point of L, , j = 2 or 3. If this is the case, we say the triad has characteristic 2. 
The dual concept for triads of points is defined. Then a point or line is said 
to have characteristic 2 provided every triad containing it has characteristic 2. 
2.2. Let x be any point of a quadrangle Y4 of order s (i.e., of order (s, t) with 
s = t). Then 
(4 x has characteristic 2 if and only ;f x is coregular. 
(b) If x is coregular, then x is regular if and only ifs is even. 
Proof. With the help of a figure it follows easily that any coregular point 
must have characteristic 2. We give the details for the converse. Let x be 
a point with characteristic 2, and let L be any line through x. We need to 
show that L is regular. For convenience, let x = x2 , L = L, , and let L, be 
any line not concurrent with L, . Let Mz be the line through x2 in tr(L, , L,), 
and let Mr and Ma be any two additional lines in tr(L, , L,). Then it will 
be sufficient to show that any line L, in tr(M, , Ma) also meets M1 . So let 
L3 be in tr(M, , MJ, L, # L, # L, . Let xi be the point at which Li and M,. 
meet, i = 1,2, 3. By hypothesis the triad (x1 , xa , xa) has characteristic 2. 
Starting with Ml through x1 , we have L, through xa meeting Ml , M3 through 
xa meeting L, , L, through x1 meeting M3 , M, through xa meeting L, , L, 
through xa meeting M, , and by hypothesis the line through x1 meeting L, 
must be the line Ml we started with. This completes the proof of (a). 
Let x1 be coregular and suppose s is even. It suffices to show that each 
triad (x1 , x, , xs) is centric. Let L be any line through xi , and let zi be the 
point of L collinear with xj , j = 2, 3. Then if xa = xa , clearly (x1 , x, , xa) 
is centric. If za # za , using the fact that (xr , xs , xa) has characteristic 2, L 
is paired with a unique line L’ # L through x1 . Since there is an odd number 
of lines through x1 , some line L must contain a center of (x1 , xa , xs), 
Conversely, suppose some point xi is biregular. Then each triad containing 
x, must be centric, and in fact each such triad must have either a unique 
center or 1 + s centers, since x1 is regular. So let (x1 , x2 , xa) be a triad with 
a unique center. This triad has characteristic 2 by part (a). Hence if L is the 
unique line through x1 containing the center of (x1 , x, , xa), the remaining 
lines through x1 are partitioned into pairs, and s must be even. 1 
A point is said to have cocharacteristic 2 provided each line through it 
has characteristic 2. Dually for lines. However, if a point x has cocharac- 
teristic 2, then each point collinear with x is regular, so that each point of 
P4 is regular, and P4 is completely determined. This suggests that the 
property of having cocharacteristic 2 is a bit too strong to be useful in 
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classifying quadrangles in general. Accordingly, let (L, , L, , LJ be a triad 
of lines with a center L. We say that (L, , L, , L3) is centered at the point x 
provided x lies on L and on one of L, , L, , L, . Then the following weaker 
form of cocharacteristic 2 will prove to be useful. The point x is an apex of 
P4 provided x is biregular (so s is even) and every triad of lines centered at x 
has characteristic 2. The dual concept for lines is also assumed to be defined. 
Except for the unique quadrangle of order s = 2e with each point and line 
regular (and with each point and line an apex), each known quadrangle of 
order s = 2” has either a unique apex, or a unique point-line pair, each 
member of which is an apex. This will become clear in Section 5. A converse 
is true: If a quadrangle of order s has an apex, then s is a power of 2. The 
remainder of this section is devoted to a proof of that fact. The proof, 
however, depends on rather involved ideas from [7] and may be omitted as 
far as the remaining sections of this paper are concerned. 
Let x, be a biregular point of P4 . Let P4* be the quadrangle obtained 
by expanding P4 about the point x, (c.f. [7]). Let L, , L, ,..., L, be the lines 
of 8, passing through x, , with associated families A,, ,..., &, of lines in 
P4*, and let &, denote the family of “new” lines of 8,*. Recall that each 
two lines of JM, form a regular pair in P4*, and the span of this pair is called 
a span of JZY, . The dual a’* of a span 99 of A, is the trace of any two lines 
of g. Each family &!j , 0 < j < s, is the disjoint union of bundles which 
are the duals of a family of s disjoint spans of &!, . &?, has s(s + 1) distinct 
spans; each line of Mm is contained in s + 1 spans; so each span g of Am 
has a line in common with s2 other spans of J&‘, . Hence there are 
s2 + s - (9 + 1) = s - 1 spans of JE’, disjoint from a’, implying that 99 
together with the s - 1 spans disjoint from .58 are precisely those pairwise 
disjoint spans whose duals are the bundles partitioning some family. In 
particular, two spans of ~‘4, are disjoint if and only if their duals belong to the 
same family. Since L, ,..., L, are regular in P4 by hypothesis, Lemma 2.6 of 
[7] implies JZj is a pivotal family of B 4*, 0 < j < s, and the above remarks 
apply to spans of the family JM~ , 0 < j < s. Notably, ;f two spans belong 
to the same family of the clan (A%‘~ , A’,, ,..., A%‘,}, they are didoint ;f and only 
if their duals lie in the same family. 
Two nonconcurrent lines of S,* form a regular pair ;f and only if they belong 
to the same family. One way follows immediately from the fact that each 
family is pivotal. For the converse, let L and L’ be nonconcurrent lines 
belonging to different families. Then the lines of tr(L,L’) belong one each 
to the other s families. This fact applied to two lines in tr(L, L’) yields a 
short proof that (L, L’) cannot be regular. Hence families are maximal sets 
of lines each two of which form a regular pair. 
Let g1 and c%~ be distinct, nondual spans of different families. Suppose 
they cover in common two points of a line L. Then for each i = 1,2, either 
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&‘i or its dual gi* contains L. If, for example, Br* and ga* contain L, they 
must belong to the same family and must cover in common just the points 
of L. In any case, .9i and 9a must cover in common just the points of L. In 
general, if two distinct spans cover in common two collinear points, then 
either they cover in common just the points of a line, or they are duals and 
cover the same s2 points. 
Let 99 be a span for which neither g nor its dual .c%* lies in a given family 
A!. Then B and a span @’ of A?, where 9 does not lie in the family containing 
(@> *, may not cover two collinear points in common. For if they did, 
either 9 or g* would have to lie in the same family as 9’. On the other 
hand, the span G?’ belongs to a partition consisting of s disjoint spans of A 
which together cover all points of S4 *. Since g covers 9 points but covers no 
two collinear points in common with a span of the given partition, it must be 
that 9 covers exactly s pairwise noncollinear points in common with each span 
8’ of A for which 97 does not lie in the family containing (#)*. 
2.3. If a generalized quadrangle g4 of order s has an apex, then s is a 
power of 2. 
Proof. We may suppose that the hypothesized apex is a point x, . Let 
g4* be the quadrangle of order (s - 1, s + 1) obtained by expanding P4 
about x, . The discussion preceding the theorem applies, and we continue 
to use the same notation. In addition, we now have that each triad of P4 
centered at x, has characteristic 2, and we interpret this for P4*. So suppose 
that (L, , Mr , n/r,) is a triad of lines with unique center Lj , 1 < j < s. 
Then to say that (L,, , Ml , M,) has characteristic 2 means that if ys and ya 
are distinct points of L, different from x, which are collinear, respectively, 
with y1 and y4 on Ml ; if yr and y4 are collinear, respectively, with y2 and ys 
on n/r, ; then y2 is collinear with ys if and only if ya is collinear with ys . 
Bundle will continue to refer to a bundle determined by A?, , i.e., the dual 
of a span in A, . Then for P4* the condition that (L, , Ml , M,) has charac- 
teristic 2 may be stated as: If Ml and n/r, are distinct lines lying in J%~ but 
such that sp(M, , M,) is not a bundle, and if y1 and y., on Ml are collinear, 
respectively, with ya and y5 on M, , then if g0 and 9?a are bundles in &!a for 
which 99a covers y2 and y4 and 9Y,, covers one of yi , y5 , then g,, must cover 
both of yr , ys . Hence in general we may restate this as: Let Ml and Mz be 
distinct lines of a family .A?~ , 0 ,( j < s, for which sp(M, , M,) is not a 
bundle. Let yi , ya be on Ml, y2, y4 on Mz, with yr and y2 collinear, ya 
and ya collinear. Let a1 be the span of .A’, covering y1 and y4 , and let &a 
be the span of JZco covering y2 and ya . Then &‘i* and aa* must belong to 
the same family, and hence .%‘r and a2 must be disjoint. 
Let 9 be a span lying in the family ~4’~ , 0 < i < s, with Y* not in A!, . 
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Let B be a span of .Mm , where 8* does not lie in the family of 9 or in the 
family of 9’*, so that 93 meets Y in s pair-wise noncollinear points. Label 
the points xij covered by 9’ = {Ml ,..., M,} so that xi1 , xi2 ,..., xts lie on 
Mt , 1 < i < s; so that a and 9 cover in common xl1 , xz2 ,..., x,, ; and so 
that xrj , xzj ,..., xs5 lie on a line of the dual span Y*, 1 < j < s. 99 determines 
a class k@ = W, ,B, ,..., a, of distinct spans of .MY, whose duals are the 
bundles of some family, and each 49i meets Y in a set of pairwise noncollinear 
points, say gi n Y = {x~,Q) \ j = l,..., s}, where vi is a permutation of 
u,-, s> determined by Bj . Clearly (Ji,j (xi,+)> = {xij [ 1 < i, j < s>, i.e., 
u1 ,..., a, are disjoint permutations, and we may suppose that B1 ,..., .@8 are 
labeled so that &Y!i covers x~,~ . We say xii belongs to ulc provided j = uk(i). 
Then the preceding paragraph says, essentially, that xij and xk,. belong to 
the same permutation uJ, if and only if xir and xlc3. belong to the same 
permutation ut . In particular, xii belongs to ur , and xii belongs to ui . 
Define a latin square $4 as follows: the (i, j) entry of 8 is to be uk provided 
j = uk(i). Then let 9 be the Cayley table of the system G = {ur ,..., us), 
i.e., ui o uj = uk if and only if uk(i) = j. So ui 0 a$ = u1 , ur 0 ui = ut , and 
ui o ui = up o ut if and only if ai o ut = a,. 0 oi . Hence ui 0 ui = u1 = ui o ui 
implies that ui o uj = ui 0 ui , and G is commutative with identity a, . Given i 
and k there is a unique j such that ai 0 uj = uk , since the gi n Y (as point 
sets) partition the set {xij}, with each gi n 9 choosing one element from 
each row and column of (xij). We claim (G, 0) is associative, and hence a 
commutative group. Since each element has order 2, G will be elementary 
abelian with order s equal to a power of 2. 
Clearly ur 0 (ui 0 uJ = ui 0 u3 = (ul 0 ui) 0 uj = (ui 0 uJ 00 ui = ui 0 (ur 0 uj) = 
(Ui 0 Uj) 0 al . Then ui o (uj o uk) = ut iff ui o (uj 0 uk) = ur 0 ut iff ui 0 ut = 
a, 0 (u5 0 uk) iff ui 0 (I~ = uj 0 uk iff ui 0 ut = uK 0 uj iff ui 0 ui = uk 0 ut iff 
(5; 0 a5 = ut 0 uk iff (ui 0 ai) 0 ur = u’t 0 uk iff (ui 0 uj) 0 uk = ut 0 u1 = ut . 
Hence ui 0 (ui o uX) = (ui 0 uj) 0 uk , as claimed. 1 
3. DOILLIES AND LACY POINTS 
Throughout this section P4 is a generalized quadrangle of order s. Let 
“-” denote “is collinear with” or “is concurrent with,” whichever is 
appropriate. A pentagon in P4 is an ordered set of five distinct points x1 , x, , 
x3 , x4 , x5 with xi - xi+1 (subscripts taken modulo 5), and with no three of 
the points collinear. A pentalateral is defined dually for lines. Given a 
pentagon (x1 ,..., x5), the lines through consecutive pairs of points form the 
associated pentalateral. Similarly, with each pentalateral there is an associated 
pentagon. A pentagon and its associated pentalateral will be called a rim. 
Let (x1 ,..., x5) be the points of a rim, xi - xi+1 . The standard labeling of 
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the lines of the rim is as follows: Li is the line through xi+2 and 
xje2 , 1 < i ,< 5. So xi is on Lihz . x, ,..,, xs are the vertices of the rim, 
L i ,..., L, are the sides of the rim, and xi is the vertex opposite the side Li . 
We say a rim hangs from its vertices and sits on its sides. Through xi is a 
unique line ikli meeting L, in a point mi . The point mi is called the sprockett 
on IMi, and Mi is called a spoke. The rim together with the spokes and 
sprocketts form a whee2, with the spokes and sprocketts together forming the 
hub of the wheel. A wheel is said to spin on its hub or on any element of its hub. 
Each rim uniquely determines a wheel with a unique hub. Each wheel 
admits a natural polarity under which a vertex is paired with its opposite 
side, and each spoke is paired with its sprockett. “Hanging from” and 
“sitting on” are then dual concepts, and “spinning on” is self-dual. It is 
conceivable that a given hub might support two disjoint rims. In this case 
the two rims are said to be conjugate, and the system consisting of two 
conjugate rims and their common hub is called a doiilie. A rim which has a 
(necessarily unique) conjugate rim is said to be lacy, i.e., a lacy rim is one 
which is embedded in a doillie in Pa. 
Suppose that a wheel (xi, Li , mi , M,. ; 1 < i < 5) is given as above. 
Then the conjugate rim (if it exists) is uniquely determined as follows: The 
side Li’ of the conjugate rim which passes through m, must have its vertices 
on two of the spokes. These clearly must be Mi+l . Let xi’ be the new vertex 
on Mi , so that Lj’ has vertices x;,~ and sprockett mi . 
Start over with the original wheel. There must be a line Li’ through mi 
meeting Mi,, and a line L; through mi meeting n/r,, . Clearly a necessary 
and sufficient condition for the wheel (or the rim) to be lacy is that for each i, 
Li’ = Li . Moreover, a doillie is just the unique generalized quadrangle of 
order 2. And the natural polarity of a lacy wheel may be extended uniquely 
to a polarity of the complete doillie. 
A routine computation shows the following. 
3.1. The number of wheels hanging from (or spinning on) a given point x of 
P4 is &(s + I)(s - 1)2 s4, 
Since each lacy wheel covering x (i.e., hanging from or spinning on x) is 
contained in a unique doillie, the doillies covering x partition the lacy wheels 
covering x. Moreover, they partition the lacy wheels spinning on x and they 
partition the lacy wheels hanging from x. As a consequence of 3.1, in each 
doillie covering x there are 24 lacy wheels hanging from x and 24 lacy wheels 
spinning on x. Consequently, we have the following. 
3.2. If k doillies cover x, there are 24k lacy wheels hanging from x and 24k 
lacy wheels spinning on x, so that all wheels spinning on x are lacy if and only 
if all wheels hanging from x are lazy. 
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A point x is said to be lacy provided all wheels covering x are lacy. By 3.2 
it is necessary only to check those wheels spinning on x or those hanging 
from x. 
3.3. A lacy point is regular ;f and only if it is coregular. 
Proof. Let x, be a regular lacy point, and let L, be an arbitrary line 
through x, . Let L, be an arbitrary line not meeting L, . We show that 
(L, , L,) is a regular pair. Let L, be the line in tr(L, , L,) through x, , and let 
L, and L, be any further line in tr(L, , L,). It suffices to show that each line 
(other than L, and L,) in tr(L, , L4) also meets L, . Set P = L, n L, , 
Q = L, n L, , R = L, n L, , S = L, n L, . By the regularity of x, there 
must be some point T collinear with all three of P, x, , U, where U is an 
arbitrary point of L, different from S and R. Let L, be the line in tr(L, , L4) 
through 7J. By hypothesis the pentagon PQRUT is lacy, so that L, must 
meet L, in the sprockett on the side L, . But this implies (Ll , L,) is regular, 
as needed. 
Conversely, suppose x, is a lacy, coregular point. It suffices to show that 
every triad containing x, which has two centers actually has s + 1 centers. 
So let zr , za be distinct centers of the triad (xoo ,y, w). Let L, = (zl , y), 
L, = k?, w), where (a, b) denotes the line through collinear points a and b. 
Each point ui of L, , ui # y, z1 , is collinear with a unique point vi of L, , 
vi # za , w, 3 < i < s + 1. Let Mi = (ui , vi). Then (xoo , za , vi, ui , zr) 
is a pentagon which is lacy by hypothesis. Let Ni be the line through x, 
meeting Mi in a sprockett mi . Then there must be a point ni on Ni collinear 
with both y and w in the doillie obtained by completing (xm , x2 , Vi , ui , zr). 
If the Ni are distinct, 3 < i < s + 1, then the nj are the s - 1 centers of 
(x,, , y, w) in addition to z, and xa as desired. But indeed this must be the 
case. For if Ni = Ni , i # j, by the coregularity of x, , Ni is regular, so 
(Mi , Mj) is regular, implying Ni must meet all lines in tr(L, , L,) 2 
{M&f, 9 (~19 w), (za , y)}. But clearly Ni cannot meet (zr , w) or (za , y). l 
In the known quadrangles of odd order no doillie can exist. And in each 
known quadrangle of even order a point is lacy if and only if it is biregular. 
Hence we make the following conjectures: 
Conjecture 1. If the quadrangle p4 of order s has a doillie, then s is even. 
Conjecture 2. If g4 has a lacy point x, then x is biregular. 
Conjecture 3. If f14 has a biregular point x, then x is lacy. 
For the present we must be satisfied with the following. 
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3.4. Let x, be a biregular point of 9, . Then x, is lacy if and only if it is 
an apex. 
Proof. First, suppose x, is an apex. We show that any wheel which spins 
on x, is lacy. So let (xi , L, , 1 < i < 5) be a rim with xi on Li+2 , xi opposite 
Li , mi the sprockett on Li , and Mi the spoke through mi and xi . Finally, 
suppose x, = m, . Since m, is an apex, the triad (L, , L, , MJ has character- 
istic 2. So consider the following succession of points: starting with ma on L, 
we have m2 - x2 on L, , x2 - x1 on Ml , x, N x5 on L, , x5 - m5 on L, , 
m5 N yr on Ml , so that yI N m2 on L, since (L, , L, , Ml) has characteristic 2. 
Let L,’ be the line through m5 and y, . Since (L,, L4) is regular and tr(L, , LJ > 
{Ml , M4 , L5), and since L,’ meets Ml and L, , it must be that L,’ meets M4 
in a point ya . Similarly, the line L,’ through ma and yi must meet MS in a 
point ya . There is a line L,’ through m, meeting M5 in a point ys . Then 
(L, , L5) must be regular since L, is. And tr(L, , LJ 2 (MS , M2 , L,}. Since 
L,’ meets M, and L, , it must meet M, in a point ya . By the regularity of m, , 
the pair (x4, xi) must be regular, and tr(xi , x4) > {xs , rni , m4}. Since 
ys N m, and y5 N x, , there must be a line L,’ through ys and m, . Similarly, 
ys lies on a line L,’ through m, . L,’ is regular; tr(Mi , M,) 2 (L4 , L1’, L,‘}; 
and L,’ meets both L, and L,‘. Hence L,’ must meet L,‘. Also, tr(m, , mJ 2 
{yl , y5 , x3), y3 - y1 , y3 - x3 , implying y3 - ys . But the only way both 
y3 - ~5 and L4’ N L,’ can hold is for L,’ to pass through y3 . Similarly, L,’ 
must pass through y4 . This completes the doillie. 
Conversely, suppose that x, is a biregular lacy point. Suppose that 
(L, , L, , L3) is a triad of lines with unique center L, x, on L and on L, . 
We need to show that (L, , L, , L3) has characteristic 2. Let y1 be any point 
of L, not on L, and define a succession of points as follows: y1 N ys on 
L2 9 Y2 -Y30nL3,y3 -y4 on-h P y4 ~y50nL2,y5~aonL3.Lety.be 
the point of L, collinear with y1 . Putwi =LnL,,i= 1,2,3,sox, =w2. 
Then the pentagon (wr , y1 , y2 , y3 , w3) spins on x, , so is lacy by hypothesis. 
It follows that z = ys , which guarantees that (L, , L, , L,) has charac- 
teristic 2. 1 
This result will be helpful in Section 5 in the study of quadrangles 
coordinated by symmetries, since it is generally much easier to decide 
directly whether or not a given biregular point is an apex than to decide 
directly whether or not it is lacy. 
4. COORDINATIZING QUADRANGLES WITH SYMMETRIES 
In [2] a point x, of a quadrangle Ph of order s was defined to be a pivotal 
point provided x, is biregular and the collineation group G of P4 is transitive 
both on the points not collinear with X, and on the points different from x, 
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lying on each line through x, . If 8, has a pivotal point and some irregular 
point or line, it was shown that G must fix x, . For the “known” quadrangles 
with both regular and irregular points the concepts pivotal point, biregular 
point, apex, and lacy point all turn out to be equivalent. In this section we 
introduce another concept which is somewhat weaker, that of center of 
symmetry. 
Let x be a point of P14 of order s (or of order (s, t) for this definition). The 
star ofx is defined to be the set St(x) = ( z 1 z is a point of 9., collinear with x}. 
Recall (c.f. [6]) that if x is a regular point, the star of x is naturally made into 
a projective plane 7r called here the plane based at x. Lines of 7r are the spans 
of pairs of distinct points of St(x). 
A symmetry of 9., with axis St(x) (where x is any point of ~9~ , not necessarily 
regular) is a collineation of 8, which fixes each point of St(x). Clearly the 
symmetries of Pd with axis St(x) form a subgroup of the collineation group 
of 94. 
4.1. A symmetry of 9, with axis St(x) which Jixes a point y outside St(x) 
must be the identity. 
Proof. Let m be a symmetry of Pd , with axis St(x) for which y” = y for 
some y 6 St(x). Since each line through y contains a (unique) point of St(x) 
different from y, each such line is fixed by n. If L, and L, are any noninter- 
secting lines through x and y, respectively, any line in tr(L, ,L,) must be 
fixed by rr. In fact, any line L not through x or y and not through a point in 
tr{x, y} is a line of the type just observed to be fixed. So let L be any line 
through some point 2 of tr(x, y). Some point not x on L lies on at least one 
fixed line, hence L is fixed. Then rr fixes all lines, and thus all points. 1 
4.2. If y and z are points outside St(x), there is at most one symmetry with 
axis St(x) which maps y to z. 
Proof. Clear from 4.1. 1 
4+3. Let r be a symmetry with axis St(x). Let y be a point for which yff = 
z # y. Then y and z are not collinear, and tr(x, y) = tr(x, z). 
Proof. Easy. 1 
4.4. The only fixed lines of a nonidentity symmetry with axis St(x) are 
those passing through x. 
Proof. Easy. 1 
4.5. Let r be a nonidentity symmetry with axis St(x). Then the order of T 
divides s. 
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Proof. Let d be the length of the shortest nontrivial cycle of rr considered 
as a permutation of the points of .PA . Then vd fixes a point outside St(x), 
hence vTTd = id. So all cycles of rr have length d (or l), and each set of the form 
tr(zr , za)\{x}, where zr and za are noncollinear points in St(x), is a union of 
nontrivial cycles of rr. 1 
From 4.3 it follows that each set of the form tr(z, , x2)\(x) where ,sr , Z, 
are noncollinear points of St(X), is a union of transitivity sets of the group 
Y(X) of symmetries of P4 with axis st(x). If in fact Y(X) is transitive on each 
such set, the point x is said to be a center of symmetry of 9d . The following 
two results are immediate. 
4.6. Y(x) is transitive on each such set if and only ;f it is transitive on one 
such set if and only if it has order s. 
4.7. A center of symmetry must be a regular point. 
For the quadrangles associated with ovoids the converse is also true: 
Any regular point is a center of symmetry. We now coordinatize those 
quadrangles which have centers of symmetry. 
Let (00) be a center of symmetry of P4 . Let n be the projective plane of 
order s based at (co), and suppose that it has the usual coordinatization by 
elements of a ternary ring R = (R, F), where 1 R 1 = s and F: R3 + R is a 
ternary operation with special elements 0, 1 of R satisfying 
(a) F(a, 0, c) = F(0, b, c) = c, a, b, c E R 
(b) F(l,a,O) =F(a,l,O) =a, aER 
(c) If a, b, c, d E R, a # c, then there is a unique x E R for which 
F(x, a, b) = F(x, c, d). 
(d) Given a, b, c E R there is a unique x E R for which F(a, b, x) = c. 
(e) For a, b, c, d E R, a # c, there is a unique pair (x, y) E R x R 
for which F(a, x, y) = b, F(c, x, y) = d. 
Then r has points (a), (m), (a, b), m, a, b E R, and ?I has lines [co], [a], 
lb, 41, m, a, k E R where (co), (4, (a, b) are the points of 94 in the star of 
(co), [co], [a] are lines of 9, , and [[m, h]] is a set of points of the form sp(x, y) 
where x and y are distinct points of the star of (XI) different from (co). 
Incidence in 17 is as follows: 
(a, b) is on [a] and on [[m, k]] provided b = F(a, m, h), 
(m) is on [[m, k]] and on [co], 
(co) is on [a] and on [co]. 
This is for all a, b, m, K E R. 
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We now assume that there is an additive (not necessarily abelian) group 
G with 1 G 1 = s which acts as the group of symmetries of 8, with axis equal 
to the star of (oo), i.e., the set of points of II. If x is any point of the star 
of (co) different from (co), then G acts simply transitively on the lines through 
x not through (co). Hence each line L of 9”4 not in 17 will somehow be 
identified with the point of L in lr7 and some element of G. 
To begin with, let L, be an arbitrary line of 8, through (0) not containing 
(oo), and let L, be the line through (0,O) concurrent with L, . Give L, the 
coordinates [0, 01, where the first zero is the zero of R, the second zero is 
the identity of G. Then for g E G, let Lp have coordinates [0, g]. Similarly, 
let the line through (m) concurrent with L2g have coordinates [m, g]. Then 
each line of 9, through [CO] has coordinates, and if g E G, then [ co]9 = [co], 
[a]” = [a], and [m, g;lgz = [m,g, + gJ. Now let L be any line of B, not 
concurrent with [a]. Then through (0) and (co) there are unique lines, say 
[0, g] and [a], respectively, meeting L. If [a] meets L at the point (a, b), we 
assign to L the coordinates [a, b, g]. So [a, b, g] is the unique line through 
(a, b) meeting [0, g]. 
Given a line [m, g] and a point (a, b), there is a unique line L through 
(a, b) meeting [m, g]. L must have coordinates of the form [a, b, g’], where g’ 
is some function U(u, b, m, g) of a, b, m, g. By construction we have arranged 
it so that 
(5) U(0, 0, m, g) = g = U(a, b, 0, g). 
It is also clear that if a, b, m E A are fixed, the map 
(6) Ua,m :g -+ U(a, b, m,g) permutes the elements of G. 
It now remains to label the points of P4 not collinear with (CO). Let x be 
such a point. Then x lies on a unique line with coordinates of the form 
[m, g]. Moreover, the trace of x and (CO) consists of those points of J’I lying 
on a unique line of IT of the form [[m, k]]. This is essentially the content of 
4.3. We then assign to x the coordinates (m, g, k). It follows readily that 
(7) [a, b, gig’ = [a, 4 g + g’l and Cm, g, klg’ = (m, g + g’, 4. 
Then (m, g, k) on [a, F(a, m, k), U(a, F(a, m, 4, m, g)l implies (m, g + g’, k) 
is on [a, F(u, m, k), U(u,F(u, m, k), m, g) + g’], which implies 
(8) 0, b, m, g) + g’ = U(a, b, w g + g’). 
Given U, define U,,(u, b, m) = U(u, b, m, 0), so that 
(9) U(u, b, m, g) = &(a, 6, m) + g. 
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Then (5) becomes 
(IO) U,(O, 0, m) = &(a, b, 0) = 0, 
and (6) is automatically satisfied. 
At this point we have proved the following. 
4.8. Let P., be a generalized quadrangle of order s with a cater of symmetry. 
Then P4 may be “realized” in the follawing manner. There is a planar ternary 
ring R = (R,F), with 1 R ] = s and satisfjing (a) through (e). There is agroup 
G (written additively, but not shown to be commutative), with \ G 1 = s. 
Finally, there is a fun&m U, : Rs --+ G satisfying (10). The points and lines 
of 9, have coordinates as follows: 
points 
lines 
Type I Type II Type III Type IV 
(m, g, K) (a, 4 W (00) a, 6, m E R 
[a9 h gl Im, gl 14 [al g E G. 
Incidence in P4 is defined by 
J$ (co) is on [co} and on [a], a E R. 
9s (m) is on [CO] and on [m, g], m E R, g E G. 
Js (a, 6) is on [a] and on [a, 6, g], g E G. 
J4 (m, g, K) is on [rn? g] and on lines [a, 6, g’], 
provided b = F( a, m, k) and g’ = U&a, b, m) + g. 
Conversely, given R = (R, F), G, and Us, we would like to construct a 
generalized quadrangle P&with the points and lines described above satisfying 
the incidence-defining statement X1 though .9*. Using just the properties of 
R = (R, F) and U, described above, a routine (though somewhat tedious) 
check shows that @a is a partial plane with 1 + s points on each line, 1 + s 
lines through each point, and allowing (possibly) only triangles each of whose 
vertices is a point of Type I. A rather easy counting argument shows that 
P4 is indeed a generalized quadrangle if and only if it has no triangles. Hence 
it becomes important to know precisely what necessary and sufficient con- 
ditions there are for U, to prohibit triangles of P4 whose vertices are points 
of Type I. 
Continuing with the notation of the preceding paragraphs, we assume 
that Y4 has a triangle whose vertices are each of Type I. There are then two 
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possibilities. Either one side of the triangle is a line of Type II and the other 
two of Type I, or all three sides are of Type I. 
Case (i). One side is of Type II. In this case the triangle is as indicated 
by Fig 1, where 
FIGURE 1 
for some ui , bi E R, i = 1,2. Hence there must be kl , k, E R for which 
and 
Furthermore, 
b, = qa, , m, k,) = %, m’, 0 
b, = % , m, k,) = F(uz , m’, k’). 
(11) 
and 
Uo(aIy h , 4 + g = ~o(~I , h , m’) + g’, 
(12) 
Uo(a2 ,h, 4 + g = Ud+ , h, m’) + g’. 
Hence a triangle of the type indicated in Fig. 1 will be impossible precisely 
when(l1) and (12) f orce a collapsing of the triangle, i.e., m = m’ (and g = g’) 
or a, = u2 . We restate this condition as follows: 
If 6( = F(aj , m, kd) = F(ui , m’, k’) for i = 1, 2, and if 
- Wu, , bI , m’) + uda, , h , m) = - u&, ,b, , m’) + u,(u, , b, , m), 
then m = m’ or a, = u2 . 
Now consider 
Case (ii). All sides of the hypothetical triangle are of Type I. In this case 
the triangle is as indicated in Fig. 2, where b,. = F(uj ( m, 1 k,) and fj = 
U,(u, , bj , mJ + g, for i # j (mod 3). 
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FIGURE 2 
Hence this triangle is impossible provided that for ai , bi, ki , mi E R, 
g,eG, i = 1,2,3, 
F(aj , mi, , bl) = Fh , mi+l , h+A the m,‘s are not 
(14) U&j , bi , f&-l) + gj-1 * distinct or the ai’s 
= Uo(uj , bj , mj+J +gj+l for all j mod 3 are not distinct. 
Let F = (Ii, F) be a planar ternary ring as above, G a group with 1 R ) = 
[ G 1 = s. Let U,, : R3 -+ G be a function satisfying (13) and (14), and 
U,(O, 0, m) = U,,(a, b, 0) = 0. Then U,, is called a 4-gonalfunction, and the 
triple (R, G, U,) is a 4-gonal set up. So we have established the following. 
4+9, The existence of a generalized quadrangle g’4 of order s with a center of 
symmetry is equivalent to the existence of a 4-gonal set up (R, G, U,) with 
(RI =s. 
It seems rather difficult to study 4-gonal setups in general, even when 
the underlying ternary ring is a field. However, by restricting U, sufhciently 
we may allow R to be a Veblen-Wedderburn system, i.e., a quasifield (c.f. 
[l, p. 1291). So in this section let R = (R, +, 0) be a right V-S system. 
In particular F(a, m, k) = a o m + k where 
(16) (R, +) is a commutative group (in fact it will be elementary 
abelian, c.f. [l, p. 2211, 
(17) (x+y)~z=x~z+y.z, 
(18) (-4 0~ = 43 0~1, 
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(19) a00 =ooa =o, 
(20) 1 0 a = a 0 1 = a, 
(21) If a # c, a, b, c, d E R, there is a unique x E R for which 
(x o a) + b = (x 0 c) + d. 
(22) If a, b E R, a # 0, there is a unique x E R for which a 0 x = b. 
Also we assume in this section that G = (R, +), and that U,, : RS -+ R 
satisfies 
(23) Uo(a, b, m) + Uo(a’, b’, m) = U&a + a’, b + b’, m). 
In particular, this implies - Ua(a, b, m) = Uo(--a, -b, m). 
For convenience, we refer to the set up (R, R, U,) thus obtained as a 
T-set up. Condition (13) may now be rewritten as 
a, 0 m + k, - (a, 0 m’) = k 
a2 0 m + k, - (a, 0 m’) = k’ 
(24) u”(a: :iay It,kl,a Jnm:idzg mf) + gr e-m=,’ or a, = us . 
UO@l 3 a1 om-tkl,m)+i 
= uo(al , a, 0 m + k,, m’> + g’ 
This condition is readily seen to be equivalent to 
aom+b=aom’ 
(25) uo(a, a 0 m + h m) 
= Uo(a, a 0 m + b, m’) 1 
*m=m’ or a=O, 
or equivalently 
(26) Uo(a, a 0 m’, m’) = Uo(a, a 0 m’, m) implies either a = 0 or 
m 2 m’. 
Before reconsidering Case (ii) that led to (14) note that 
(27) (m,g,k) is on [a,6,~] if and only if b=aom+k andg= 
Uo(a, h m) + g. 
In considering a triangle whose vertices and sides are of type I, we may 
assume one of the vertices appears as (m o , 0, k,). Then the two sides on this 
vertex are Lz=[ai,a,omo+ko,Uo(a,,ai~mo+ko,mo)], i=l,2, 
a, # a, . And the other vertex on L, is 
Yi = (m, , uo(ad , ai 0 m. + k. , m,) - uo(ai , ai 0 m. + k. , m,), 
ai 0 m, + k, - ai 0 m,), i = 1,2. 
481/31/z-12 
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If the side through Yr and Ya has first coordinate us , it must be the line 
[a 3 , a3 0 mi + ai 0 m, + k, - ~i 0 mi , U&a, , (a3 - UJ 0 mi 
+ ai 0 m. + k. , ma) + U,(ai , ai 0 m. + k. , m,) 
- uo(ai , ai 0 m. + ko , 41 
= [u2 , (a, - ai) o mi + ai 0 m. + k, , U,(u, - ai , (a3 - ai) o mi , mi) 
+ uo(4 , ai 0 m. + k. , m,)l, i = 1,2. 
Since the coordinates of this line must be the same whether i = i or 2, it 
follows that 
(28) (a3 - a,) 0 m, + (a, - us) 0 ma + (a, - a,) 0 m, = 0. 
and 
(29) uob2 - al , (a2 - 4 0 ml , ntl) + Uokl - a2 , (al - a21 0 m. , m,) 
+ uo(a2 - a, , (a2 - 4 0 m2 , m3 = 0. 
Then for the triangle to be impossible it must be that either the a, , a2 , us 
are not distinct and/or the m, , m, , m2 are not distinct. This is easily restated 
as: If m, , m, , m2 are distinct, and if all three equations 
(30) i fZi = 0 
i=O 
go ai 0 m, = 0 
hold, then ai = 0, i = 0, 1, 2. 
i. U,(Ui , a, 0 mi , mi) = 0 
It is now clear how a 4-gonal T-function (i.e., a T-set up) as defined in the 
introduction may be used to construct a generalized quadrangle. And to see 
how the quadrangles of Tits associated with ovoids fit into the picture, let 
R be a field and suppose that U, has the form Uo(a, b, m) = arnl+y - 2bmv 
where y is a function from R into R satisfying 0~ = 0. Then clearly U, 
satisfies (0) and (3). If U, is to satisfy (2), or equivalently (30), then for 
distinct ml , m2 , m, with (II: x -+ xl+v, 
must not be zero. Hence in projective 2-space over R, the points with 
coordinates (c, cx, CX”), together with (0, 0, c) form an ovoid. By a well 
known result of Segre [8] we may assume in case 1 R 1 is odd that xor = x2 
for x E R, and indeed in this case (1) is also satisfied. The quadrangle obtained 
is in fact the one with all points regular. If [ R ( = 2”, then (1) is satisfied 
precisely when 01 is a permutation, and (2) is satisfied precisely when the 
permutation (Y satisfies the familiar restriction (ml” - m2”)/(ml - m2) # 
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ha - qa)/(m, - ms) for distinct mr , m2 , m, . However, in case 1 R 1 = 2”, 
the quadrangle under consideration here turns out to be isomorphic to the 
dual of the quadrangle associated with OL in [6], for example. Because of this, 
we start over in the next section with the dual coordinatization in terms of 
a T-set up. 
5. T-SET UPS 
Let (R, +, 0) be a right V-W system and (R, R, U,) a T-set up. Let 9d 
be the generalized quadrangle associated with 7J, as follows (the dual of the 
quadrangle of Section 4). Points and lines have coordinates from R of the 
form 
Type 1 Type II Type III Type IV 
points (x, y, 4 (u, 4 (4 (a) 
lines b, 0, WI Lx, A 14 [aI 
Incidence in gJ is defined by 
(co) is on [co] and on [a], UE R, 
(m) is on [cc] and on [m, w], m, v E R, 
(a, b) is on [a] and on [a, b, c], a, b, c E R, 
(x, y, z) is on [x, r] and on [u, w, w] provided y = x 0 u + w and 
s=lJ,(x,y,u)+vforx,y,x,u,v,w~R. 
For convenience in computing with collineations, etc., all collinearities 
and concurrencies are listed in Table I. 
Using Table I it is simple enough to show that the collineation group 
has order at least 3. 
5.1. For any a, , oa , a, E R, the map T = v(uI , U, , ~3) defined below is u 
collineution. 
(X,Y,~)~(x+~l,Y+~2,~+~3), 
(x, Y) 2 (x3 Y + u3 - WJl , u2 3 4)s 
(4 5 (x + 4, 
(00) Jk (=)I? 
b, VI, WI 5 [% 9 + u3 - q&J1 , u2 , u), w + u2 - 010 u], 
tu, 4 JL [u + 01 9 CJ + %A, 
[ulJk b4 
1~1 li, [al. 
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TABLE I 
Collinearities Concurrencies 
(a) - (x) on [al 
Cm) - (u, ~1 on bl 
(4 - (39 on [aI 
(4 - (x, Y, 4 on Lx, rl 
(u, 4 - @, 4 on 14 
6-4 4 - (x, Y, 4 on b-4 w, Y - x 0 4 
[ml - ru1 at (co) 
[al - lu, ~1 at (4 
14 w [WI at [a) 
lul - lu, a, WI at (u, v) 
[u, VI - lu, WI at (4 
[x, y) - [u, o, eu] provided y = x 0 u + w 
provided z = U&x, y, U) + er at 6, Y? w + Udx, Y, 4) 
(-5 Y, 4 - (x7 Y, 4 on fx, ~1 IYu, v, WI1 - [u, pi, wal at (u, a) 
(XI > Yl > 21) - b, yz ,4 on [Ul ) WI , WJ - luz , U2,4 at 
[u, .G - UObi , Yi , u), Yr - xi 0 ul 6, x 0 ui + wi , wi + U,(x, x 0 24 + WI, Ui)) 
i = 1 or 2 provided x1 + x2 , i = 1 or 2, provided u1 # uz , 
y1 - yz = [xl - x2) 0 u, and w1 - wz = --x 0 u1 + x 0 Us, and 
Zl - z2 = U&x, - x2 , Yl - Ya , 4 0, - w* = - U,(x, x 0 u1 + WI ) 211) 
- UC&, x o uz + w2 ,uJ 
Note that the group of symmetries originally hypothesized is essentially 
G = (~(0, 0, ~~3) 1 u, E R), and [cc] is the center of symmetry associated 
with G. It is the assumption that (a, b) -+ U&z, b, u) be additive which forces 
r(q , os , ~~3) always to be a collineation. 
5.2. For each u E T, [u] is a center of symmetry, and hence regular. 
Proof. The collineations, ~(0, u 0 u, Us(u, u 0 u, u)) form a group of 
symmetries of order s with axis st([u]). 1 
The collineations provided by 5.1 show that (co) is a pivotal point when 
regular. If we assume that some point or line is not regular, then all points 
not in the star of (co) must be irregular. By 2.2 we know that (cc) is regular 
if and only if s is even. But it is helpful to investigate the regularity of (co) 
in terms of U, . 
5.X (co) is regular if and only if U,(x, y, u) is independent of y for each 
pair (x, u). 
Proof. Since the collineation group G of P4 is transitive both on the 
points not collinear with (co) and on the points different from (03) lying on 
each line through (cc), we need only check ((a), (0, 0, 0)). Then 
M(a), (0, 0, ON = W> u {(us 0) I u E W. Ad tr((O>, (0, ON = {(a~)> u 
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((0, y, 0) 1 y E I?}. Hence ((co), (0, 0,O)) is a regular pair if and only if 
(0, y, 0) - (u, 0) for ally, u E R, whichis if and only if 0 = U,,(O, y, U) + 0 
for all y, ZJ E R. Since (a, b) + U,,(a, b, U) is additive, this is equivalent to 
the result desired. 1 
For the remainder of this section suppose (a) is biregular, i.e., s is even 
and Uo(a, b, u) = Uo(a, u). Th en co is a lacy point. (Recall that (R, +) is ( ) 
elementary abelian so s is a power of 2.) 
5.4. The biregular point (00) is an apex. 
Proof. We must show that any triad whose unique center is a line meeting 
one line of the triad at (co) has characteristic 2. There are two cases: the 
center may be [co] or of the type [u], u E R. First suppose the center is [co]. 
Then one line of the triad is [u] for some u E R, and by choosing a, and (~a 
properly in some collineation ~((rr , us , us) we may assume that one of the 
other lines is [0, 01. Choosing us properly, we may assume that the succession 
of points involved in determining whether or not the triad has characteristic 
2 includes the point (0, 0,O). Then the triad is of the form ([x, y], [u], [0, 0]), 
for some x, y E R with x # 0. Hence there is a unique t G R for which 
y = x 0 t. Then (O,O, 0) - (u, 0) on bl, 04 0) - (x,Y, Wx, 4) on b, ~1, 
(x, Y, @Xix, 4) - (0, 0, Udx, 4 + U&h 0) on PI 01, (0, 0, u&, 4 + 
U&, 9) - (u, uo(x, 4 + udx, t>) on M, (a, u&, u) + u&x, t)) - 
(x, y, U&G t)) on [x, ~1, and (x, y, U&G t)) - (0, 0, 0). Hence ([x, ~1, [u], 
[O, 01) has characteristic 2. 
We now consider a triad with unique center [u] and with one line through 
(co). If that line through (co) is [oo], the details are rather similar to those 
just given. Hence we suppose that the line of the triad passing through (co) 
is [a], where a # u. By utilizing the proper collineation ~(ur , c~a , ua) we may 
assume that the triad is of the form ([u, 0, 01, [a], [u, v, w]), with v # 0, 
and that one of the points of [a] involved in the check is (a, 0), the other 
(a, b) with b # 0. 
Then starting with (0, 0,O) on [u, 0, 0] we have (0, 0,O) N (a, 0) on [a], 
(a, 0) - (x, x 0 u + w, U,(x, u) + v) on [u, v, w], where x is chosen so that 
wx, a> - u&G u) = v. And starting with (z, z 0 u, Us(z, v)) on [u, 0, 0] 
with z chosen so that U&z, u) = U&z, a) + b, we have (2, z 0 u, U&z, u)) - 
(a, b) on [al, (a, b) - (Y, Y 0 u + w, U,(Y, 4 + 4 on E, v, 4 where Y is 
chosen so that U,(y, U) + v = U,,(y, a) + b. The problem is to show that 
(0,O,O)~(y,y~u+w,U,(y,u)+v) if and only if (x,xou+w, 
U,,(x, u) + v) N (z, z 0 u, U&z, u)). But if x and y are chosen so that 
u&G a) = ql(x, 4 + v and U,,(y, u) + v = U,( y, a) + b, then z = y + x 
satisfies U&z, U) = U&z, a) + b. Hence the collineation n(x, x 0 u + w, 
Uo(x, u) + v) which interchanges (0, 0,O) and (x, x 0 u + w, UO(x, u) + v), 
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also interchanges (y, y 0 u + w, U,(y, U) + V) and (z, z 0 U, U,,(z, u)). Hence 
the result follows. 1 
In general, no line through (CO) has to be biregular. For example, Theorem 
4.1 of [2] indicates the existence of quadrangles of this type which have (co) 
as their only regular point. 
For the remainder of this section let R contain GF(q), q = 2d, in its kernel 
(c.f. [I, p. 1321). So R is a left vector space over GF(q), [ R ( = s = q”. 
For each m E R, the map p(m): a-+ U&a, m) = a~(~) is a GF(2)Jinear 
transformation. However, suppose that in fact p(m) is GF(q)-linear. The 
case d = 1 is included, of course. The restrictions on U, , when interpreted 
for p become: 
~(0) is the zero transformation; 
p(m,) - p(ma) is nonsingular for distinct m, , m2 E R; 
and if 0 = &a ai = &a ai 0 mi = &a a;(“” for distinct m, , m, , ma , 
then a,, = a, = a2 = 0. 
Let 5, ,..., 4, be a fixed linear basis for R as a left vector space over GF(q). 
For each m E R, multiplication on the right by m is a GF(q)-linear trans- 
formation of R. So there is an e x e matrix h(m) over GF(q) representing 
“multiplication by m” with respect to the fixed basis. Similarly p(m) is 
represented by an e x e matrix over GF(q). Both A(m) and p(m) are used to 
denote either the linear transformations or their corresponding matrices, 
whichever is convenient. For example, we might write x 0 m = xAcrn). The 
restrictions on h and TV when interpreted for matrices become precisely 
the following: h(0) = ~(0) = 0, , h(1) = 1e , and Q is an oval in 
&(J&@Wd)) W. PI>, where 
This is equivalent to saying that for distinct m,, , m, , m2 E R, the following 
must be nonsingular: A(%)*- X(ms), p(q) - p(q), and b(m,,) - p(ml)] 
Nmd - NmW - IYM - PL(~W%~) - 4~11-1~ 
The “known” quadrangles of even order s arise in the following special 
case: (R, +, 0) = GF(q”); 01: R + R is a permutation satisfying 0” = 0, 
la = 1, (c,,~ - crb)(c,, - c&-l # (cooi - caa)(c,, - c&l for distinct co , c, , c, ; 
and r(m) = h(m=). The quadrangle obtained is the one denoted P(a) (c.f. [6]). 
It is also possible to show that it is the one given by the type 2 construction 
of Thas [IO] in terms of the oval 9. 
In searching for compatible h and y it is frequently convenient to ignore 
the condition that A(1) = I, . Then x 0 y = xA(Y) and x * y = A+(*) are 
simply multiplications for a prequasifield (i.e., a quasifield without 1) on the 
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additive group of GF(q”) which are compatible in the sense that if m,, , m, , m2 
are distinct elements of GF(qe), then 
0 =iai =iaiomi =ia,*m, must imply a, = aI = a2 = 0. 
0 0 0 
The planes coordinatized by the two prequasifields are the planes based at[co] 
and (co) and hence are compatible in the sense of [6]. 
Using 5.1 it is easily determined that [oo] is biregular if and only if (0) 
is regular if and only if ((0), (x, 0,O)) is regular for all x # 0 if and only if 
xou-xot =xov and x*u-x*t=x*w imply w=v if x#O. 
If one of (R, +, o), (R, +, *) is a presemifield, this last condition holds if and 
only if the other is a presemifield also, in which case both (co) and [co] are 
biregular. Actually, we can say more. 
5.5. Let (R, +, 0) and (R, +, *) be compatible presemi$elds coordinatizing 
Y4 . Define two new multiplications “0”’ and “C’ on R as follows: x o1 y = y * x 
and x x’ y = y 0 x. Then the quadrangle 8,’ coordinatized by the compatible 
pair (R, +, 0’) and (R, f, *‘) is the dual of S4. 
Proof. Given Pa coordinatized by (R, +, 0, *), just calculate the 
multiplications used in coordinatizing the quadrangle obtained by inter- 
changing parentheses and square brackets in the description of Y4 . We leave 
the details to the reader. 1 
As an immediate corollary we have the following. 
5.6. If (R, +, 0) and (R, +, ) * are compatible presemifields, then both 
the point (a~) and the line [co] of the quadrangle coordinatized by (R, f, 0, *) 
are pivotal, lacy, centers of symmetry, and of course each is an apex. 
In case both (R, +, 0) and (R, +, *) are presemifields, the compatibility 
conditions take on a simpler appearance. For given 
2 2 2 
0 = C ai = C ai Q mi = C ai * m, , 
0 0 0 
add 0 = (C ai) 0 m, and 0 = (C a J * m, to the last two sums, respectively, 
Then using the left distributive law and replacing m0 - mi with mi , i = 1,2. 
the compatibility conditions becomes 
2 2 
(32) If 0 = C a, o m, = 2 a, * mi for distinct nonzero mt , i = 1,2, 
1 1 
then a, = u2 = 0. 
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In terms of matrices the condition is rather interesting also. For example, 
let h and ,U be additive isomorphisms from (GP(q”), +) onto an additively 
closed subset of GL(e, GF(q)). Then h and ;FL are compatible in the sense 
that they give compatible presemifields precisely when 
1 
is nonsingular for distinct nonzero m, , ma GF(qe). 
We have been singularly unsuccessful in finding compatible presemifields 
other than the previously known ones where x 0 m is a field multiplication, 
and x * m = x o (ma) where 01 is an automorphism of maximal order in the 
Galois group of the field. Indeed it is very tempting to conjecture that any 
quadrangle that has an incident point-line pair each member of which is an 
apex must in fact be isomorphic to a P(cL) with a! an automorphism of maximal 
order. 
In case ~9’~ is a quadrangle coordinatized by a pair of presemifields as above, 
so that both (co) and [co] are pivotal, we say L?~ is a strong translation 
quadrangle. Moreover since [co] is pivotal Yd has more collineations than 
those given in 5.1. For convenience we record the following. 
5.7. Let g4 be a strong translation quadrangle. Then for arbitrary uI , o, , 
03 > =4 , there is a collineation 7~ = rr(u 1 , u2 , u, , u4) dejkd by (in the notation 
used above) : 
Composition in this group is easily worked out to be 
(34) 43 2 =2 > a3 9 04) o =(=I’, =2’, =3’, $7 
zzc &I + =,‘a =3 + =3’ + =1 O a*‘, a3 + a,’ + =, x, 04’9 04 + u4’). 
And with (34) we have come around full circle essentially back to the original 
point of view adopted in [4]. 
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Although the problem of determining all generalized quadrangles of 
arbitrary order s (or even more generally of order (s, t)) still seems hopelessly 
difficult, we challenge the reader with the thought that determining all 
strong translation quadrangles might be a much more accessible problem. 
Moreover, we suspect that a more involved version of the proof of Theorem 
4.1 of [2] might show that any quadrangle coordinatized by a pair of com- 
patible prequasifields with a regular point in addition to the apex (co) must 
in fact be a strong translation quadrangle. 
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